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mEThoDoLoGiCAL GUiDELiNES
1- mEThoDoLoGY
1.1.ThE CoNCEPT of LANDSCAPE, A mix BETwEEN «SCiENTifiCAL» AND SUBjECTiVE ASSESSmENT (PErCEPTioNS)
« Landscapes » are always at the intersection of objective and
subjective elements.
Landscape is a feeling, it is the sentiment that men have while
watching the territory.and that is related to our own culture and
background. One territory, through the eyes of different people,
means often diferents landscape

> Landscape as a peRception
Landscape is related to the relationship between people and places.
People’s perceptions transforms land into the concept of landscape.
Landscape is a subjective concept and therefore is subject to that’s
many definitions and evaluation methods.
«In Europe the concept of landscape emerged around the turn of
the sixteenth century to denote a painting whose primary subject
matter was natural scenery (Punter 1982; Cosgrove 1993)»
The visual perception is, of course, the first tool that assess a
landscape. That’s why a part of the chosen indicators use the notion
of «visibility», or «visible presence».
Using these indicators, we succeed to analyse «subjective elements»
through a well defined methodology. We, therefore, create a
comparison tool by exploiting the same indicators for all the different
landscapes of the studied area.
Concept of «presence» or « visibility» is not just about visual
perception, or how we see the land, but also how we hear, smell and
feel our surroundings, and the feelings, memories or associations that
they evoke.
Landscapes are «discutable». Landscapes are emotions that we have
to evaluate directly on the field.

Young tourist in front of the Danube...

Urban shepherd in the city of Ruse : what kind of landscape «feels» this man?
Valuing landscape of the border Romania-Bulgaria
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« Landscapes » are always at the intersection of objective and
subjective elements.
Landscape is a feeling, it is the sentiment that men have while
watching the territory.and that is related to our own culture and
background. One territory, through the eyes of different people,
means often diferents landscape

> Landscape as a peRception
Landscape is related to the relationship between people and places.
People’s perceptions transforms land into the concept of landscape.
Landscape is a subjective concept and therefore is subject to that’s
many definitions and evaluation methods.
«In Europe the concept of landscape emerged around the turn of
the sixteenth century to denote a painting whose primary subject
matter was natural scenery (Punter 1982; Cosgrove 1993)»
The visual perception is, of course, the first tool that assess a
landscape. That’s why a part of the chosen indicators use the notion
of «visibility», or «visible presence».
Using these indicators, we succeed to analyse «subjective elements»
through a well defined methodology. We, therefore, create a
comparison tool by exploiting the same indicators for all the different
landscapes of the studied area.
Concept of «presence» or « visibility» is not just about visual
perception, or how we see the land, but also how we hear, smell and
feel our surroundings, and the feelings, memories or associations that
they evoke.
Landscapes are «discutable». Landscapes are emotions that we have
to evaluate directly on the field.

Sheeps in Baragan plain : a threatend
historical activity

«Landscape»: Beetween natuRe & cuLtuRe
« Landscape » can mean a small patch of urban wasteland as well
as a mountain range, an urban park or an opened lowland plain. It
results from the way that different components of our environment
- both natural (the influences of geology, soils, climate, flora and
fauna) and cultural (the historical and current impact of land use,
settlement, enclosure and other human interventions) interact
together and are perceived by us.
« Landscape is a social structure with economic purposes developed
in an initially «natural» setting.»
This definition is a good introduction to understand the methodological
principles we used to make the proposed landscape classification and
the focus that has been made on the fundamental role played by
farming and forestry in shaping the landscape.

Traditional fishing on the Danube near
Tutrakan
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Key LayeRs to Read the
Landscape
« Picture » Because landscape is an image,
an «artistic image»... a subjective image
created by a «vision», an emotional value
felt with all the senses (view, audition,
olfactive...)
«Geographical
picture»
because
landscape is created by men, is the result
of human actions (actions here can mean
its modification through human use or its
protection from human use, in protected
area for example).

The natural (original?) landscape of the Dobrudja gorges.

Geography is a science of observation
very closely linked to the history. Firstly
we have a geological structure where
water began to create relief (hydrology),
with favorable areas for agriculture,
for plowing, with strategic places for
constructions, villages, roads
secular historical paths, forteresses ...
« Dynamic picture » because the
problematic of landscape is getting
more and more complex : the speed
of
modifications,
complexity
of
modifications, diversity of actors...

Human flows along the wild Danube near Archar

Landscape is a heritage, a heritage for
future generations.
The first step is to understand what
heritage we have received.
The second is to maintain it, to encourage
a sustainable way of life.
The third stage is to improve people’s
education and to implement a relevant
landscape management policy
Agriculture nowadays : generally mechanized and productive

Touristic landscape from Veliko Tarnovo
Valuing landscape of the border Romania-Bulgaria
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1.2 oUr mEThoDoLoGY
This study was organized in 3 steps :
Step 1: Desk study
Step 2: Field survey
Step 3: Classification and recommendations
The definition of the landscape units was a complex work which needed an in depth desk study and a field survey
to confirm the first results of the desk study.
STEP 1: THE DESK STUDY
Firstly, we studied the geomorphological composition of the cross border area, the evolution of land use and the
general history. We used historical maps in different fields and we created various thematical maps. All these maps
were superposed in Google earth where the following layers were created:
‐Geological, hidrological, natural heritage area, architecture, urbanism, agricultural, transportation, historical...

Superposition of geological map in Google earth

Superposition of soil map in Google earth

Exemple of relief units drawn in Google earth
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Superposition of Historical maps in Google earth

Superposition of Natura 2000 areas in Google earth
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Relief, streams and inland waterways

Areas with high flood risk
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Main transport corridors passing through the RO‐BU cross border area

Map on tipology of village and urban development
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The railroad network, ports and waterways, highlighting in
diferent colours the multimodal nodes (rail, rood, water, air)

Road network
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Natural reserves

Exemple of local information about specific arhitecture : the Oltenian kule
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Landscape is a paLimpsest
A palimpsest is a manuscript page from a
scroll or book from which the text has been
scrapped or washed out so that it can be
reused.
Generally layers are combined and
removed...a lot of historical sites have been
destroyed, stone by stone, and the materials
have been used for building purposes in the
neighborhood villages.
Tumulus near Ostrov

Each generation modifies the landscape for
a specific purpose, but all the time, there
exists «remnants», that can be used to
understand landscape’s evolution.
These «field observations», correlated with
historical data, maps... are very useful to
understand how the territory was valorized,
(commercial activity? agricultural activity?
defense activity? mix of them?...)

Roman street in Ulpia Escus, Ghighen village

Historical elements are the primary layer
of any project. They represent the wisdom
and the story of our predecessors.They can
(should) be a strong inspiration and support
for any intervention in the landscape.
They represent thousand years of relation
beetween men and nature...
We gave a special attention for written or
imaged description of the territory: movies,
pictures, books, sketches...

Ottoman graveyard in Lanurile

The «new» old landscape in Tutrukan fishermen area
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> Abraham Ortelius, 1584 : The cross border area was already structured by the Danube and the mountains

>Ethnographic map of balkans
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These general informations have been completed with local points of interest localised in Google Earth

Exemple of agricultural points of interest localized in Google earth

Through the superposition of the layers, the logical coherence of the territory has been revealed in most of the cross
border area. For example, sandy soils fit for vegetables if they are in the vicinity of water sources that can be used
for irrigation as it is the case in the Dabuleni, Izbiceni, and Slivopol areas.
These analyses permitted to define some theoretical unities with different kind of boundaries. 3 types of boundaries
were defined:
1. Clear boundaries based on landscape geomorphological elements such as steep escarpments or forest edges
2. Visual continuity as the different types of landscape character areas and types rarely conform to administrative
boundaries.
3. Transition landscapes, wide or small areas, where the passage from a landscape unit to another is made. Landscape
is a continuum and character does not, in general, change abruptly.
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ExEmPlE of

multilayEr analysEs which illustratEs

DabulEni arEa sPEcificitiEs :

Historical map with roads and villages (Austrian map, near 1910)

Soil map where we clearly observ the sandy area.

Aerian views from Google earth where we can identify the «uniqueness» of the agricultural stucture
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All these theoretical landscape units had
then to be verified through an exhaustive
field survey.

Field survey provides the important ground
level view that shows how the landscape
is seen by people. It can also identify key
elements or features that are not apparent
from the desk study and it can help to
record aesthetic and perceptual qualities of
the area. The field survey will be prepared
according to a precise methodology.

Exploring the territory during the field study

First, it will focus on the most frequented
communication routes (roads, rural paths,
navigable waterways...) in order to analyse
the landscapes with the same point of view
as local inhabitants, travellers, tourists,
and commuters or simply users. Then, the
less visible landscapes, the less connected
to the communication axis: floodable areas,
forests, agricultural land will be analysed.

The comparative study of the most and
less visible landscapes will reveal subtle
links between the notion of landscape
and territory and will allow an objective
overlook of how the territory is used and of
its dynamics.

Reporting informations on the field study sheets

During the field survey, the main tools
are drawing sketches, talking with local
inhabitants or taking pictures in order to
illustrate and confirm the field perception.

Searching and mapping interesting places with gps

Mapping the itinerary in Google earth

Field trips road book for the 4 teams
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skEtchEs rEalizED During thE fiElD stuDy
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skEtchEs rEalizED During thE fiElD stuDy
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1.3 ChoiCE of LANDSCAPES UNiTS : oBjECTiVES AND PriNCiPLES
1.3 ChoiCE of LANDSCAPES UNiTS : oBjECTiVES AND PriNCiPLES
Key elements:
Key elements:
1-Valleys are very important axes due to the
historical
with theaxes
areadue
maintoelement:
1-Valleys
areconnections
very important
the
the Danube.
More with
generally,
special
focus has
historical
connections
the areaa main
element:
made
on the
waterscape
(lakes,focus
rivers,
the been
Danube.
More
generally,
a special
hassea)
on important
points of connectivity
beenand
made
on the waterscape
(lakes, rivers,along
sea) the
(twinspoints
cities)of connectivity along the
and Danube
on important
Danube (twins cities)

2-The limits of the landscape units are sometimes
very
clearoflines
linked with
geografical
elements,
2-The
limits
the landscape
units
are sometimes
theylines
can linked
also bewith
a little
bit blurred.
verybut
clear
geografical
elements,
but they can also be a little bit blurred.
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3-Different scales of landscapes has
been illustrated such as «macro/mezzo
landscapes» and «micro landscape. We
can’t say that all the landscape have the
same scale.

4-specific landscape , with a strong cultural or
historical importance or with a strong tourism
potential.
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3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

iron Gates national park - orșova depression
svinecei mountains
drobeta corridor
Bălăcitei piedmont
salciei meadow
Vrata flooding area / Blahniței plain
Baileștilor plain
Jiu floodplain

12
13
14
15

Bistrețului meadow
oltețului piedmont
Romanaților plain
dăbuleni plain

17
18
19
20
21
22

potelu floodplain
olt floodplain
cotmeana piedmont
Rosiori de vede plain
Vedea Valley
Burnas plain

24 Bucharest peri-urban area
25 argeș Valley
26 danube floodplain near oltenița and călărași
28 Bărăgan plain
29 mostiștea Valley
30 Borcea area
33 Lakes of oltinei plateau
34 oltinei hills
36
37
38
39
40

carasu Valley (medgidia)
hârșova waterfront
casimcea plateau
casimcea Valley
Razim-sinoe lakes

42 Romanian seaside
43 cobadin plateau
45 dobrudja plateau
46 Bulgarian seaside north from cape shabla
47 Bulgarian seaside south of cape shabla
50 suha Reka & harsovska Reka region
53 hills and lowlands between silistra and tutrakan (with lakes and marshs)
55 wooded areas north of Glavinitsa
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56
57
58
59

Razgrad hills (hilly area south from Razgrad)
Rural landscapes west from Razgrad western part of Ludogorie
Ludogorie (dulovo, isperih and Razgrad wooded areas)
slivo pole floodplain area

62 Rural landscapes between yantra and Lomovete Rivers
63 yantra and Rositsa
65 northern slopes of central Balkan mountains (in elena Region)
66 central part of Bulgarian danube Vally
68 Belene - suhaei floodplain area
70 Lower river floats in Bulgarian danube Valley - Vit, osam, ogosta, Lom
71 Gulyantsi floodplain area (cherno pole)
73 iskar Valley
74 Gorni Vadin waterfront
75 western part of Bulgarian danube Valley
77 Kozloduy - Lom waterfront
78 montana - dimovo uplands
81 western stara planina
83 archar waterfront
85 Vidin floodplain

TS
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97

Bucharest - constanța a1
seaside Romania
seaside Bulgaria
Bucharest - Veliko tarnovo
danube roads BG
danube roads Ro
iron Gates - Bucharest
Ruse - plevna - Vratsa
cernavoda - harsova
olt Valley
Bucuresti pleven sofia
silistrea- Balchik

98 arhitectural monuments
99 Vineyard areas
100 arheologic heritage (tumulus, cetatii, …) mounds
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> The

indicaTors consTellaTion/

a radar

charT To illusTraTe The landscape characTerizaTion

The diagram is a visual element created for a better comparison beetween the landscape units. The aim is to
create a grafical representation of the main characteristics of the landscape in order to understand easily which
are the most important elements in the respectiv unit.This evaluation is not a qualitative one but a descriptive
one.

1> hydrogeomorphological

indicators

1.1. Presence of water
0 : no visible presence of water
1 : pits, pond
2 : rivers, streams, spring
3 : lakes, rivers with strong flows, landscape marked by water erosion,
4 : sea landscape, wetland
1.2. Presence of visible rocks, mineral landscape
0 – No presence of stones in buildings neither in landscape
1 – presence of stone in some architectural details
2 –A weak presence of stones in local properties and in the landscape
3‐ A strong presence of stones in local properties and in the landscape
4 – A mineral landscape
1.3. Relief characteristics
0 - flat
1 ‐ with valleys
2 ‐ clear, sharp valleys but large
3 ‐ narrow valleys
4 ‐ steep cliffs

2> natural potential

indicators

2.1. Superposition of types of protected areas
0> No protected natural areas
1> presence of 1 Natura 2000 protected area
2> presence of more than 1 Natura 2000 protected areas
3> superposition of Natura 2000 and protected areas at national level
4> Noteworthy and exceptional natural site (international recognised areas)
2.2. Vulnerabilty (from 0 presence of multiple threats to 4: no threats could be identified for the landscape unit)
2.3. The complexity and diversity of ecosystems, especially fauna and flora (from 0 =1 single ecosystem of small
value, monoculture to 4 and + per landscape unit: forests and wetlands and etc) (0>4)
2.4. Green infrastructure for climate change adaptation
0> no presence
1> isolated and degradated elements
2> presence of preserved natural elements
3> presence of preserved natural elements and of degradated green infrastructure
4> well preserved natural elements and development of new green infrastructure

3> agricultural

potential indicators

3.1. Perception of type of agriculture
0 – no agricultural activity
1 – traditionals landscapes with small autarcic farms (< 5 ha)
2 – traditionals landscape with little farms (< 10 ha)
3 – agricultural landscape with medium farms (10>500ha)
4 – industrial agricutural landscape with big farms (>500ha)
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3.2. Presence of «added value» specific local products
0 – no «local products»
1 – historical presence of local products, nowadays none
2 – presence of local products
3 – «added value» local products with good image, but without marketing
4 – «added value» local products with noteworthy image, good marketing
3.3. Visible presence of farms animals(0= not visible / inexistent > 4 = very important)
0 – no « visible animals»
1 – Few animals visible, rare, linked with family autarcic farm (< 5 units once)
2 – Few animals, little herds for local production
3‐ Little and medium herds
4 – Livestock farm landscape with animals everywhere
3.4. Importance of wooded areas in the landscape units
0 – no wooded areas
1 – small wooded areas (<20%)
2 – some wooded areas (20<60%)
3 – a lot of wooded areas (60>90%)
4 – integral wooded areas (>90%)
3.5. Importance of cultivated lands (grasslands, arabil lands...) in the landscape units
0 – no cultivated lands
1 – very few cultivated lands (<20%)
2 – some cultivated lands (20<60%)
3 – a lot of cultivated lands (60>90%)
4 – integral cultivated lands (>90%)
np

hG

NATURAL POTENTIAL

HYDROGEOMORPHOLOGICAL
CHARACTERISTICS
Presence of water
1
Mineral landscape 2
Terrain 3

ig

IMMATERIAL
HERITAGE

Recognition of natural value
4
3 Biodiversity
2 Vulnerability

Artist’s vision 1

1 Protected areas

Branding 2

5 Cultivated lands

Mental landscape 3

hc

4 Wooded areas

Ethnic groups 1

3 Farms animals

HUMAN
CHARACTERISTICS

Demographic tendencies 2

2 Local products

Accessibility 1

ap

AGRICULTURAL
POTENTIAL

1 Ecological agriculture
4 Industrial architecture

Built - Unbuilt Ratio 2

3 New buildings

Built valuable areas 3
Urban Dynamics 4

utd

URBAN AND TERRITORIAL
DEVELOPMENT

5
Typologies

2 Protected buildings
1
Vernacular architecture

aB

ARCHITECTURE AND BUILDINGS
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4> architecture and to buildings indicators

4.1 Presence of traditional architecture
0 – no evidence of traditional architecture
1 – very few traditional houses or constructions
2 – some traditional architecture
3 – a lot of traditional architecture, beginning of traditional areas
4 – typical traditional neighborhoods with traditional architecture in majority
4.2 Presence of listed buildings (heritage)
0 – no historical monuments
1 – very few historical monuments (category B)
2 – a few historical monuments (category B) or one A category monument
3 – lots of historical monuments (ensemble of B category) or a few A category monuments
4 – ensemble of A category monuments
4.3 Presence of new buildings
0 – no new constructions
1 – very few scattered new constructions
2 – some new constructions, start of urbanism scheme
3 – a lot of new constructions, higher/bigger constructions that have bigger visibility
4 – full new neighborhoods / villages, very visible
4.4 Presence of industrial architecture
0 – no industrial architecture
1 – very little industrial architecture
2 – some abandoned industrial architecture (if abandoned > more nature inside, no visible pollution: smoke,
noise...)
3 – some working industrial architecture (if in use, it generates more pollution, more impact on surroundings
through traffic, noise...)
4 – a lot of industrial architecture either huge abandoned conglomerates or very big factories in use.

5> urban development and territorial development indicators

5.1. Accessibility / transport infrastructure axis (0>4)
0 – no accesibility
1 – difficult access in the area, infrastructure in poor shape, one or few alternatives, bottleneck or cul-de-sac,
sinuous or difficult topography
2 – moderate access condition with at least one national or county route and railway line in marginal areas
constrained by natural elements with poor connectedness between them
3 – good access – one or more national routes or railway in moderate to good condition with several alternatives
4 – very good access with several modes of transportation (railway, route, port or airport) as well as good
connectedness between them
5.2. Ratio between built and non built environment (0>100% =0>4))
0 – largely natural elements with very discrete or punctual built areas
1 – built areas with very diffuse typology that immerse in the landscape
2 – built and unbuilt areas are intermixed or the perception upon them is of equal importance
3 – built areas are dominant, forming ribbons or corridors of urbanization, fragmenting natural areas
4 – landscape units are formed of dense fabric cities in which unbuilt areas are only a result of plot occupancy
or urban parks, public spaces
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5.3. The presence of valuable (or protected) built areas (from 0 to 4 for each landscape unit) (0>4)
(valuable may also refer to unique features that are present in some settlements but that are not protected)
0 – none
1 – small rural or urban ensemble of local importance
2 – one or more valuable areas or ensembles of local importance
3 – one or more valuable (or protected) areas or ensembles of regional importance
3 – protected area or complex of national importance
4 – area with complex protection status
5.4. Urban Dynamics: decline, stability or growth (0>4)
0 – decline showing visible signs of worn out or deserted buildings or declined industrial facilities
1 – slight signs of decline with deserted buildings and households in poor condition
2 – relatively stable with very few changes in the recent years
3 – discrete expansion and densification
4 – recent and aggressive expansion and densification
5.5. Typologies: without permanent dwellings, scattered dwellings, clustered villages, small and medium sized
cities, cities and metropolis (0>4)
0 – settlement structure is very common with inefficient patterns of land occupancy
1 – settlement with non‐cohesive intermixed patterns but with some recognizable structure
2 – pre‐planned or organically developed settlement with clear structure
3 – pre‐planned or organically developed settlement with distinctive features
4 – very‐well developed settlement, highly individualized and with distinctive features

6> human settlement indicators

1. Ethnic diversity 0>4 depending on the number of ethnic groups
2. Demographic trends (0 desertion, 1 decline, 2 stable, 3 growth 4, strong growth)

7> immaterial heritage indicators

1. Landscape visibility in artistic works (0> 4)
2. Number of specific cultural events (0>4)
3. «Mental landscape» (presence of a strategy for landscape managment / valorisation)
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1.4 ChoiCE of PANorAmiC ViEwPoiNTS : oBjECTiVES & PriNCiPLES
1.4 ChoiCE of PANorAmiC ViEwPoiNTS : oBjECTiVES & PriNCiPLES

We decided to choose 14 site in Romania, 14 in Bulgaria and 2 mobile panoramic points ( one on a boat
We
choose 14 site in Romania, 14 in Bulgaria and 2 mobile panoramic points ( one on a boat
anddecided
one on to
a caravane)
and one on a caravane)
We set up 6 tipologies :
We
set up 6 tipologies
: in rural area (near a road, or at the top of a hill)
1-Panoramic
viewpoint
1-Panoramic
in ruralinarea
(near
a road,
or at the park...)
top of a hill)
2-Panoramicviewpoint
viewpointpoint
urban
area
(monument,
2-Panoramic
in urbansituation
area (monument,
park...)
3-Rural areaviewpointpoint
with nice panoramic
(100m>some
km which can be on a higher position)
3-Rural
nice
panoramic
situation
(100m>some
km which can be on a higher position)
4-Urbanarea
areawith
with
nice
«panoramic
promenade»
(park...)
4-Urban
with nice
«panoramic
promenade»
(park...)
5-Mobilearea
panoramic
point
on water
(mobile boat)
5-Mobile
water
(mobile
boat)
6-Mobilepanoramic
panoramicpoint
pointonon
earth,
like «bee-caravanes»
6-Mobile panoramic point on earth, like «bee-caravanes»
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BeLVedeRe / panoRamic Viewpoints
1 caZaneLe, scenic drive / mehedinti
2 ada KaLeh, Resting area / mehedinti
3 GRuia promenade area / mehedinti
4 padea>FoisoR, rural promenade area near Valea Jiului / dolj
5 GRadistea hill sLatina, panoramic viewpoint / olt
6 sucidaVa fortress, panoramic viewpoint / olt
7 Zimnicea beach, panoramic viewpoint / teleorman
8 Gostinu beach, promenade / Giurgiu
9 maLu Rosu suLtana, V. mostistea, panoramic viewpoint / calarasi
10 caLaRasi, central parc promenade / calarasi
11 seimeni, Resting area / constanta
12 constanta, saligni port, urban panoramic viewpoint / constanta
13 haRsoVa fortress, promenade & panoramic viewpoint / constanta
14 ostRoV/dunare, scenic drive with tumulus / constanta
15 BaLcic > shaBLa, scenic drive/ doBRich
16 sReBana reserve / Resting area / siListRa
17 tutRaKan, panoramic viewpoint/ siListRa
18 sVestaRi tumulus, panoramic viewpoint / RaZGRad
19 LeVenta Ruse, panoramic viewpoint/ Ruse
20 cheRVen fortress, panoramic viewpoint / Rusenski Lom / Ruse
21 VeLiKo taRnoVa taravets , panoramic viewpoint / VeLiKo taRnoVo
22 niKopoL fortress, promenade & panoramic viewpoint / pLeVen
23 oRyahoVo, central parc promenade / VRatsa
24 KoZLoduy>Lom, scenic drive / montana
25 aRchaR, panoramic viewpoint / Vidin
26 Belogradchik fortress, promenade & panoramic viewpoint / Vidin
27 VRatsa ecvestrian platou, promenade & panoramic viewpoint / VRatsa
28 soVietic monument, promenade & panoramic viewpoint / montana
29 panoRamic Boat on danube
30 panoRamic caRaVane
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